
3rd NextGen AI Aware Event 
 

 

 

The one-day event is by invitation only and will be held June 13, 2018 at the Hilton Frankfurt 
Airport (located in The SQUAIRE). Space is limited and reserved for professional investors. 
Pre-registration is required (http://nextgen-alpha.com/). 

The format for the 3rd NextGen AI Aware Event is consistent with the successful formula 

established for previous NextGen AI events, with innovators of AI-based funds and trading 

systems sharing practical knowledge and real-life experiences with professional investors. 

Events take place in an intimate setting, allowing participants to exchange opinions and 

insights. 

Important event developments: 

 Offering a live-streaming option.  

 Extending invitations to representatives of a wide range of press and media 

organizations, who will be offered access to AI innovators in one-on-one sessions. 

 Launching NextGen AI Aware Report (first edition to be released in advance of the 

June 13 AI Event), a monthly thematic publication focused on AI and fund 

management (similar to the AI Events). The report will be offered to professional 

investors, including AI Event attendees. Content includes stories, articles, interviews, 

developments and a section for investible AI-based fund product information and 

commentary.  

 

3rd NextGen AI Aware Event - June 13, 2018 - Frankfurt am Main, Germany 

To be held at the Hilton Frankfurt Airport (located in The SQUAIRE)   

Hosted by: NextGen Alpha 

Founding sponsor: ACATIS Investment 
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3rd NextGen AI Aware Event 
 

Program Overview 
 

 

 
Full-day program outline: 
Starts: 9:00 - 10:00 Registration & Coffee Buffet  
Ends: 18:00 - 19:30 Cocktails 

 

AI-based fund presentations (includes investible AI-based fund products) 

A diversified range of investment management firms will share practical experiences in 

relation to their AI-based fund products. 

 

 
Multi-manager AI fund presentation  
An option for investors (fund of AI funds). 
 

 
Investor panel discussion  
Panel comprising professional investors will share views, opinions and experiences in 
relation to investment decisions concerning AI-based fund products.  
 

 
Banking panel discussion  
Panel comprising banking executives will share views, opinions and experiences in relation to 
applying AI for internal and client purposes.   
 

 
Theme presentation 
The predictive capabilities of AI in fund management.  
 
 
 

 

Contact 
 

Fred Sage 

NextGen Alpha AG 

Tel: +41 55 420 13 15   .  Mobile: +49 172 83 56 973 

fred.sage@nextgen-alpha.com 
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